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Abstract
We consider the problem of repeatedly solving a large sparse linear system Ax = b for the same coeﬃcient matrix
A with a sequence of diﬀerent right-hand side vectors b. We seek to develop a new tree-structured hybrid solver
as an eﬃcient alternative to Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients (PCG) based methods for this problem when A is
symmetric positive deﬁnite and sparse.
In this paper, our key contribution is a tree-based multilevel hybrid of direct and iterative methods using sparse
Cholesky and PCG, respectively. Cholesky is applied to the leaf submatrices and PCG is applied to higher level sub-
systems in the tree. Partial solutions obtained thereafter are aggregated and corrected to provide the ﬁnal solution. Our
tree-based hybrid solution strategy seeks to couple the accuracy of a sparse direct solver with the memory eﬃciency
of an iterative method to potentially improve overall performance for repeated solutions.
We provide an empirical evaluation on a suite of 12 benchmark matrices from the University of Florida collec-
tion. Our results indicate that our tree-based hybrid solver is 1.87 times faster than most variants of PCG, among
several, using diﬀerent combinations of ordering, level-of-ﬁll or threshold methods with an Incomplete Cholesky
preconditioner.
Keywords: Multilevel decomposition, preconditioned conjugate gradient, incomplete cholesky factorization
1. Introduction
The computational simulation of partial diﬀerential equation based models using ﬁnite-diﬀerence or ﬁnite-element
methods involves the solution of large sparse linear systems [1]. The cost of the linear system solution often dominates
overall execution time of such applications and in many instances a linear system with the same coeﬃcient matrix is
solved for a sequence of right-hand side vectors. In this paper, we speciﬁcally consider the multiple right-hand side
case and seek eﬃcient alternatives to Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) based solutions when the coeﬃcient
matrix is symmetric positive deﬁnite and sparse.
Consider a linear system Ax = b, where A is the coeﬃcient matrix. Sparse solvers for such systems can be grouped
into two broad categories, namely, direct [2, 3] using sparse Cholesky and iterative [4, 5] using Conjugate Gradients
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(CG) and its preconditioned variants. Sparse direct solvers are designed to be robust but are mainly limited by large
arithmetic and memory costs that grow superlinearly [6]. Conversely, a sparse iterative solver, such as Conjugate
Gradients [7] and its preconditioned forms, require only enough memory to store just the coeﬃcient matrix and a few
additional vectors but lacks robustness.
We propose a multilevel hybrid of Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients (PCG) [7] and Cholesky, where Cholesky
is applied on leaf submatrices and PCG is applied to subsystems corresponding to higher levels in the tree with
partial solutions aggregated and corrected to provide the overall solution. We expect the setup costs to be higher than
traditional PCG, however, these higher setup costs can be amortized over faster solutions for multiple right-hand sides.
In particular, we seek a hybrid that can provide faster solutions than PCG for multiple right-hand sides. We propose a
tree-based substructuring of A, in which, leaf nodes of the tree represent submatrices of A. Nodes at higher levels of
the tree represent the recursive coupling between these submatrices.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the relevant background and related
work. Section 3 develops our key contribution, our main solution approach. Section 4 presents our experiments and
empirical evaluation with a brief conclusion in Section 5.
2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we provide a brief background on sparse direct solvers, the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
method, and the Incomplete Cholesky factorization. We represent matrices using uppercase letters, for example, A is
a matrix, and vectors using lowercase letters, such as, x is a vector.
2.1. Sparse Direct Solvers
Sparse direct solvers [8, 9, 10, 11, 6] compute robust linear systems solutions through sparse matrix factorizations.
Often during factorization, ﬁllin occurs when zeros in the coeﬃcient matrix become nonzeros. The eﬃciency of a
sparse direct solver is primarily decided by its ability to control and manage ﬁllin. Typically, matrix reorderings are
applied during factorization to preserve sparsity of the resulting factor [12, 13, 14]. However, the overall memory
and computational costs can grow superlinearly with the dimension of the matrix making it unsuitable for three-
dimensional models [6].
2.2. Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
The method of Conjugate Gradients(CG) [7] is a popular iterative method used to solve linear systems where the
coeﬁcient matrix A is symmetric positive deﬁnite. In practice, CG works more eﬀectively when used with a precondi-
tioning scheme to improve convergence. In practice, the convergence of CG is governed by the conditioning [2, 15, 16]
of matrix A, that is, in spite of theoretical guarantees on convergence [17], CG could fail if A is ill-conditioned. Pre-
conditioning [4, 18, 2, 19, 5] schemes can improve overall convergence by representing the original linear system
Ax = b as MAx = Mb, where M is the preconditioner matrix. The quality of a preconditioner depends mainly on ease
of its construction, its application and its ability to accelerate CG.
2.3. Incomplete Cholesky Preconditioning
Incomplete Cholesky(IC) [20, 5] preconditioner Lˆ is computed as an approximation to the sparse Cholesky factor
L where A = LLT . The Cholesky factor L is substantially dense as it incurs ﬁll-in, i.e., zeroes in the original matrix
A that become nonzeros during factorization [6]. The incomplete factor Lˆ is obtained by eliminating ﬁllin from
L using two popular method, (i) Incomplete Cholesky with level-of-ﬁll (IC(k)), and (ii) Incomplete Cholesky with
drop-threshold (ICT). An IC(k) level-of-ﬁll preconditioner [5] retains those nonzeros in the factor L that are within
a path length of k + 1 from any node in the adjacency graph representation of A. An ICT [5] preconditioner uses
a drop-threshold δ to decide which elements to drop in the factor L, that is, for δ = 10−2 all nonzero elements in
L less than δ are dropped to form Lˆ. The ICT preconditioner provides greater ﬂexibility in creating an incomplete
Cholesky preconditioner. The IC preconditioner is applied to CG using two successive triangular solutions in every
CG iteration.
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3. A New Multilevel Sparse Cholesky-PCG Hybrid Solver
In this section, we develop our new tree-based sparse hybrid solver. We present the basic idea by ﬁrst developing
a one-level hybrid solver. Subsequently, we generalize the one-level to a multilevel hybrid solver with multiple levels
of nested solves. In particular, we elaborate on the solver design for solving a symmetric positive deﬁnite sparse linear
system.
Consider a sparse linear system Au = b, where A is an n × n sparse symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix (A ∈ Rn×n),
b ∈ Rn is an n × 1 column vector, and u ∈ Rn is the n × 1 solution vector. Direct and indirect schemes can both
be used to solve this sparse linear system, however, the choice depends on the tradeoﬀs between memory demands
and robustness. Our goal is to develop a tree-structured hybrid solution framework that beneﬁts from both direct
and indirect schemes to obtain an eﬃcient solution with low memory overheads for diﬀerent multiple right-hand
side vectors b. Additionally, a tree-based multilevel method extends easily to parallel execution environments. In
developing this framework, we referred to earlier work on domain decomposition schemes [21] for sparse direct [22]
and sparse iterative solvers [23, 24].
3.1. A One-level Hybrid
The zero-nonzero structure of the sparse matrix A enables splitting A into a set of two disjoint subdomains Ω1
and Ω2 that are separated by another smaller subdomain Γ. Each subdomain is a supernode comprising multiple
nodes and this partitioning of A can be interpreted as a supernodal tree, where Ω1 and Ω2 represent leaf nodes rooted
at Γ. The decomposition of A into a blocked system and its supernodal tree representation forms the core of our
tree-based hybrid solver. Section 3.1.1 presents an in-depth description of our one-level supernodal tree construction.
Furthermore, in our tree-based representation, smaller subsystems at the leaf nodes could potentially be solved using
a sparse direct solver to obtain a part of the solution vector. Consequently, the partial solutions could be coupled at
the root node of the tree using an iterative scheme to obtain the complete solution. We provide a detailed description
of this scheme for a one-level tree in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1. Obtaining a tree-structured aggregate of the coeﬃcient matrix A
We split A into two disjoint subdomains connected by a separating subdomain. We apply the nested dissection [25,
26, 27, 28] algorithm to obtain this split, however, a split could be obtained using any eﬃcient geometric [29] or
combinatorial graph partitioning scheme [27]. Earlier such kind of partitioning have been used for developing hybrid
preconditioners [30] for sparse linear systems. We obtain a reordering of A, such that, (a) rows and columns belonging
to each subdomain are numbered contiguously, and (b) those comprising the separating subdomain are numbered
higher than the disjoint subdomains.
Figures 1(a) to (c) represent a one-level nested dissection ordering of a sample matrix A and the corresponding
supernodal tree. In Figure 1(c) Σ(0) and Σ(1) represent the disjoint subdomains. Σ(0 : 1) indicates the subdomain
block that separates Σ(0) through Σ(1). Nodes in Σ(0 : 1) are numbered higher than nodes in both Σ(0) and Σ(1).
Consider a permutation matrix P that represents this tree-structured reordering of A. An n × n symmetric sparse
matrix B is obtained by permuting A using P. Equation 1 represents the permuted matrix B.
B = PAPT (1)
3.1.2. Constructing a hybrid solution scheme using the tree-structure
In an earlier research on domain decomposition solvers, Mansﬁeld [31] showed that for a sparse linear system
Au = b, if matrix A is reordered to an equivalent blocked representation (as shown in Equation 2) using domain
decomposition then it can be solved eﬃciently by solving a set of three linear systems.
B =
[
B11 BT21
B21 B22
]
, (2)
Consider the equivalent linear system Bx = f block-wise, where x and f are permutations of u and b corresponding
to the permutations for deriving B from A. It is possible to eﬃciently solve this system blockwise by making a simple
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: (a) Matrix bcsstk11 with natural ordering (b) A one-level nested dissection ordering of bcsstk11 (c) A supernodal tree represention of the
one-level ordering.
assumption. The assumption is that x1, i.e., the ﬁrst block component of x, can be expressed as the sum of two parts.
The block equation under these assumptions can be written as shown in Equation 3.[
B11 BT21
B21 B22
] [
x1 = xS1 + x
D
1
x2
]
=
[
f1
f2
]
. (3)
This system can be solved for x by ﬁrst solving for xD1 as shown in Equation 5. Equation 4 represents the coeﬃcient
matrix S for the subsystem corresponding to x2.
S =
(
B22 − B21B−111 BT21
)
(4)
Subsequently, using xD1 we solve for x2 and x
S
1 as shown in Equations 6 and 7, respectively.
B11xD1 = f1, (5)
S x2 = f2 − B21xD1 , (6)
B11xS1 = −BT21x2. (7)
We derive our motivation from this approach and propose a scheme that is based on our tree-based restructuring
of A (discussed in Section 3.1.1). Consider a one-level tree with one separator as the root and two disjoint subdomains
as leaf nodes of the tree. In matrix notation we represent this tree structured linear system using Equation 8, with the
assumptions that B11xS1 = −BT31x3 and B22xS2 = −BT32x3.⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B11 0 BT31
0 B22 BT32
B31 B32 B33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1 = xS1 + x
D
1
x2 = xS2 + x
D
2
x3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f1
f2
f3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8)
Since B is a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix, a Cholesky decomposition of B can be represented as B = LLT ,
where L is the sparse lower triangular factor. Equation 9 indicates the block-wise Cholesky factorization of B.⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B11 0 BT31
0 B22 BT32
B31 B32 B33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
L11 0 0
0 L22 0
L31 L32 L33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
LT11 0 L
T
31
0 LT22 L
T
32
0 0 LT33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)
The Cholesky factor L can be computed blockwise as shown in Equations 10a to 10e.
B11 = L11LT11, (10a)
B31 = L31LT11, (10b)
B22 = L22LT22, (10c)
B32 = L32LT22, (10d)
B33 = L31LT31 + L32L
T
32 + L33L
T
33. (10e)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: (a) Matrix bcsstk11 with natural ordering (b) A two-level nested dissection ordering of bcsstk11 (c) A supernodal tree represention of the
two-level ordering.
In our supernodal representation, L11 and L22 are computed at the leaf nodes and reused to compute L31 and L32
as a sequence of linear system solutions as shown in Equations 11 and 12.
L11LT31 = B
T
31 (11)
L22LT32 = B
T
32 (12)
The ﬁnal solution x is obtained using a series of intermediate steps. We ﬁrst compute xP1 and x
P
2 as shown in
Equations 13 and 14.
L11LT11x
D
1 = f1 (13)
L22LT22x
D
2 = f2 (14)
Equation 15a computes the coeﬃcient matrix S for the separator linear system. Rewriting this expression using the
Cholesky factors, yields a simpler system as shown in Equation 15b.
S = B33 − B31B−111 BT31 − B32B−122 BT32 (15a)
= L33LT33 (15b)
We then solve Equation 16 to compute x3 using the PCG scheme with an incomplete cholesky preconditioner.
S x3 = f3 − B31xD1 − B32xD2 (16)
Subsequently, we compute xS1 and x
S
2 using the Equations 17 and 18.
L11LT11x
S
1 = −BT31x3 (17)
L22LT22x
S
2 = −BT32x3 (18)
The ﬁnal solution x is computed by aggregating xD1 , x
S
1 , x
D
2 , x
S
2 , and x3.
3.2. A Multilevel Tree-based Hybrid Solver
We apply our tree-structured reordering procedure recursively to each disjoint subdomain until the desired number
of levels η are reached. The above recursion can be represented in the form of a supernodal tree where each level in the
tree corresponds to one step in the recursion. Therefore, the disjoint submatrices at the lowest level of the recursion,
which form the leaf nodes of the supernodal tree, are connected by a structured hierarchy of supernodal separators.
In a supernodal tree with multiple levels, we take a bottom-up approach and evaluate the solution (as discussed
above in Section 3.1.2) at each subtree. We aggregate the solution at each subtree and pass it on to one level higher
as the tree folds during the solution process. Figures 2(a) to (c) represent a two-level nested dissection ordering of the
same sample matrix A as discussed in Figure 1 and the corresponding supernodal tree. In Figure 2(c) Σ(0) through
Σ(3) represent the disjoint subdomains. Σ(r : s) indicates the subdomain block that separates Σ(r) through Σ(s) for
r, s ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3. Nodes in Σ(r : s) are numbered higher than nodes in both Σ(r) and Σ(s). Therefore, Σ(0 : 3) contains
the nodes with the highest numbering.
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3.3. Computational costs of our hybrid solver
Consider a sparse linear system Bx = f , where B is an n × n sparse matrix. We deﬁne μ(B) as the number of
nonzeros in matrix A. The computational costs of our hybrid solver include (a) the cost to setup the Cholesky factors
of each subdomain, and (b) the cost to solve each subdomain.
Setup cost (Φsetup). The setup cost is computed as the sum of the square of number of nonzeros in each column
of the Cholesky factor L of A. L∗, j represents the j-th column of L. Equation 19 provides an estimate of the setup cost.
Φsetup =
n∑
j=1
μ2(L∗, j) (19)
Solution cost (Φsolve). Consider a supernodal tree representation of A with k levels, where level zero is at the root
of the tree and level k indicates the leafnodes. We deﬁne nd d = 1, . . . , 2k as the number of nodes in d-th subdomain
and ns s = 1, . . . , (2k − 1) as the number of nodes in the s-th separator in our supernodal tree. We solve the d-th
subdomain at level k using a sparse direct solver in time τd. For sparse matrices, τd is O(n1.5d ) when the application
domain is two-dimensional and O(n2d) in three-dimensions. We solve the s-th separator block Bs using PCG with
Incomplete Cholesky (IC) preconditioning in O(μBs) + 2 × μ(Lˆs) time, where Lˆs is the IC factor of Bs. Equation 20
presents the cost for the tree-structured solution of B.
Φsolve =
2k∑
d=1
τd +
2k−1∑
s=1
[
O(μ(Bs)) + 2μ(Lˆs)
]
(20)
Therefore, the total cost Φhybrid is the summation of the setup cost and the total solution cost for m right-hand
side vectors.
Φhybrid = Φsetup + mΦsolve
4. Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we present our experimental setup, an empirical evaluation of our solver framework using a suite
of benchmark datasets, and a discussion on our results.
4.1. Experimental Setup
We implemented our hybrid framework in Matlab [32] using Metis [27] to obtain the nested dissection ordering.
We used the sparse Cholesky direct solver to compute the direct solves and the PCG solver with Incomplete Cholesky
preconditioner for iterative solves. We report results on a suite of benchmark matrices from the University of Florida
Sparse Matrix Collection [33]. We report statistics for a total of 10 diﬀerent random repeated right-hand side vectors b.
Metrics for evaluation. We evaluate solver performance using the number of ﬂoating point operations and the
solution accuracy using relative error. Additionally, we perform analysis on the sensitivity of our hybrid solver pefor-
mance to number of levels in the supernodal tree and the number of right-hand sides.
Benchmark Matrices. We evalute our solver on a suite of 12 benchmark matrices from the University of Florida
sparse matrix collection [33]. Table 1 lists the details of these matrices. These matrices are typically obtained from
discretization of partial diﬀerential equations using ﬁnite element or ﬁnite diﬀerence methods.
4.2. Evaluation and Discussion
In Table 2 we report the operations count (in millions) required by PCG for our benchmark matrices and 10
repeated right-hand side vectors b. A lower count indicates higher performance and the absense of a value indicates
that the solution did not converge to the desired tolerance of 10−8. We report our results for 4 matrix orderings
(Natural, RCM, Nested Dissection, and MMD) and 2 preconditioners (Incomplete Cholesky (IC) with zero level-of-
ﬁll (IC0) and drop-threshold (ICT) of 10−2). In Table 2, our hybrid direct-iterative solver (Hybrid-DI) has the lowest
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Table 1: Benchmark matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [33].
Matrix N Nonzeros Description
nos7 729 4,617 Poisson”s Equation in Unit Cube
bcsstk09 1,083 18,437 Stiﬀness Matrix - Square Plate Clamped
bcsstk10 1,086 22,070 Stiﬀness Matrix - Buking of Hot Washer
bcsstk11 1,473 34,241 Stiﬀness Matrix - Ore Car (Lumped Masses)
bcsstk27 1,224 56,126 Stiﬀness Matrix - Buckling problem (Andy Mera)
bcsstk14 1,806 63,454 Stiﬀness Matrix - Roof of Omni Coliseum, Atlanta
bcsstk18 11,948 149,090 Stiﬀness Matrix - R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Station
bcsstk16 4,884 290,378 Stiﬀness Matrix - Corp. of Engineers Dam
cystem01 4,875 105,339 FEM Crystal free vibration mass matrix.
cystem02 13,965 322,905 FEM Crystal free vibration mass matrix.
s1rmt3m1 5,489 217,651 Matrix from a static analysis of a cylindrical shell.
s1rmq4m1 5,489 262,411 Matrix from a static analysis of a cylindrical shell.
operations count in 8 out of 12 matrices. On average our method performs 1.87 times faster than the best PCG and
ordering combination. For the bcsstk10 matrix, the gain in performance is as high as 7.36 times compared to the
best PCG. However, for some matrices, such as crystm02, we observe a degradation in performance. For this class
of matrices, it is often diﬃcult to ﬁnd a compact node separator, consequently, this leads to very small blocks (leaf
nodes) that are solved using Cholesky and very large separators that are solved using PCG. Therefore, the coupling
between these is not eﬀective.
Table 2: Operation counts (in millions) for 10 repeated right-hand side vectors and PCG with IC Level-of-ﬁll (IC0) and drop-theshold (ICT)
preconditioner using (a) natural ordering (NAT), (b) RCM ordering, and (c) nested dissection (ND) ordering, and (d) minimum degree (MMD)
ordering. Hybrid-DI represents our tree-based hybrid solver framework. Values in bold represent the best performance.
Matrix NAT RCM ND MMD Hybrid-DIIC0 ICT IC0 ICT IC0 ICT IC0 ICT
nos7 7.73 1.97 7.72 12.21 - 32.37 - 32.56 2.95
bcsstk09 - 11.60 - 583.60 - 687.51 - - 10.42
bcsstk10 - 35.54 - - - - - - 4.83
bcsstk11 - - - - - - - - 16.08
bcsstk27 - 11.51 - 579.48 - - - - 10.42
bcsstk14 - 55.21 - - - - - - 24.15
bcsstk18 - 985.15 - - - - - - 247.75
bcsstk16 986.89 144.01 1,180.21 1,257.05 - 2,128.73 - 2,005.01 275.54
crystm01 30.51 5.27 30.51 24.13 - 58.63 - 69.66 104.10
crystm02 93.42 10.82 93.43 73.46 - 193.60 - 190.17 911.31
s1rmt3m1 - 432.19 - 5,795.08 - - - - 228.93
s1rmq4m1 - 507.84 - 2,079.73 - - - - 311.53
Table 3 presents the relative error in the ﬁnal solution. We compute relative error as ||x∗ − x||/||x∗||, where x∗ is the
true solution for the linear system solution. We observe that PCG does not converge for a majority of the orderings
even with a preconditioner. However, our tree-based hybrid method is able to produce a solution within an accuracy
of 10−4 or higher.
For a sparse matrix A, we deﬁne OpsHybridDI(A) as the operation count for our Hybrid-DI method, OpsBestPCG(A)
as the operation count for the best PCG performance, and OpsAvgPCG(A) as the average PCG performance for diﬀer-
ent variants of PCG used in Table 2. We compute Speedupbest(A) as the ratio of OpsBestPCG(A) and OpsHybridDI(A).
Additionally, we compute Speedupavg(A) as the ratio of OpsAvgPCG(A) and OpsHybridDI(A).
Figure 3(a) presents Speedupbest(A), the speedup obtained by using our hybrid solver compared to the best PCG
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Table 3: Relative error for 10 repeated right-hand side vectors and PCG with IC Level-of-ﬁll (IC0) and drop-theshold (ICT) preconditioner using
(a) natural ordering (NAT), (b) RCM ordering, and (c) nested dissection (ND) ordering, and (d) minimum degree (MMD) ordering. Hybrid-DI
represents our tree-based hybrid solver framework.
Matrix NAT RCM ND MMD HybridIC0 ICT IC0 ICT IC0 ICT IC0 ICT
nos7 4.8E-06 1.3E-06 5.2E-06 2.0E-06 - 7.0E-06 - 1.6E-06 1.7E-04
bcsstk09 - 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 - - - - 0.0E+00
bcsstk10 - 9.5E-06 - - - - - - 0.0E+00
bcsstk11 - - - - - - - - 2.6E-05
bcsstk27 - 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 - - - - 0.0E+00
bcsstk14 - 6.1E-06 - - - - - - 1.9E-06
bcsstk16 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 0.0E+00
bcsstk18 - 4.2E-05 - - - - - - 3.1E-05
crystm01 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 0.0E+00
crystm02 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 - 0.0E+00 0.0E+00
s1rmt3m1 - 4.1E-06 - 6.2E-04 - - - - 2.8E-06
s1rmq4m1 - 4.1E-06 - 5.0E-06 - - - - 2.4E-06
performance. Figure 3(b) presents Speedupavg(A), the speedup using Hybrid-DI compared to an average PCG per-
formance across diﬀerent variants. We observe that certain matrices, such as bcsstk10, can obtain over 7 times
performance gain by using our tree-based hybrid scheme. However, there are also matrices, such as crystm01 and
crystm02, that are not a good candidate for our hybrid scheme and may not beneﬁt from this method. In particular,
this suggests that the success of our methodology is related to the underlying structure and properties of matrix A,
which is an attribute of the application. We anticipate that setup cost will decrease with multiple levels, however, con-
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Speedup obtained by our method over (a) best PCG and ordering combination, and (b) average PCG performance across diﬀerent variants
for 10 right-hand sides. A speedup greater than 1 indicates improvement.
vergence will be slower for a given right-hand side vector. Consequently, the overall operation count may increase.
However, for a speciﬁc number of right-hand sides, this tradeoﬀ could be exploited to obtain the right balance. For
a problem with few right-hand sides it may be important to consider a hybrid with relatively small number of levels
that also incurs low memory overheads. Figure 4 illustrates this using the example of the bcsstk10 matrix. For fewer
levels in the tree, the memory overheads due to sparse factorization could increase setup costs.
Eﬀect of increasing tree-levels on solver performance. We perform sensitivity study on 6 of our best performing
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Figure 4: Impact on performance with increase in tree-levels and number of right-hand sides for the bcsstk10 matrix.
matrices from our benchmark suite to understand solver performance as we increase tree-levels. Figure 5(a) indicates
the solver performance for 10 right-hand sides and levels increasing from 1 to 5. We observe that the ﬂoating point
operations increase asymtotically with the number of levels. Therefore, it is desired to set the number of levels, such
that the memory demands of the largest subdomain block are satisﬁed while maintaining lower setup costs.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Eﬀect of increasing (a) tree levels, and (b) right-hand sides on operations count (in millions) of our Hybrid solver compared to the best
PCG performance for 10 right-hand sides.
Eﬀect of increasing right-hand sides on solver performance. Figure 5(b) presents sensitivity of increasing
number of right-hand sides on the hybrid solver performance and compares it to the best PCG result for our 6 best
performing matrices. We observe that as the number of right-hand sides increases, the solution cost dominates the
performance. Additionally, our method sustains higher performance compared to PCG and speedup increases with
higher number of right-hand sides.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we developed a multilevel tree-based Cholesky-PCG hybrid solver that solves a linear system Ax =
b with the same coeﬃcient matrix but multiple right-hand sides. For our test matrices, we show that our hybrid
approach for obtaining a sparse linear system solution is 1.87 times faster than the best performing PCG solution for
multiple right-hand sides. We believe that such a hybrid solution framework could maintain the accuracy of a sparse
2316  Joshua Dennis Booth et al. / Procedia Computer Science 4 (2011) 2307–2316
direct solution while reducing memory demands. Additionally, a tree-structured approach enables us to consider the
development of a parallel implementation of our hybrid approach. We seek to explore this aspect of our method along
with tests on a wider range of problems as part of our future work.
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